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Background: Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are attractive candidate drug delivery systems due to their ability to

functionally transport biological cargo to recipient cells. However, the apparent lack of target cell specificity

of exogenously administered EVs limits their therapeutic applicability. In this study, we propose a novel

method to equip EVs with targeting properties, in order to improve their interaction with tumour cells.

Methods: EV producing cells were transfected with vectors encoding for anti-epidermal growth factor

receptor (EGFR) nanobodies, which served as targeting ligands for tumour cells, fused to glycosylpho-

sphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor signal peptides derived from decay-accelerating factor (DAF). EVs were

isolated using ultrafiltration/size-exclusion liquid chromatography and characterized using western blotting,

Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis, and electron microscopy. EV�tumour cell interactions were analyzed under

static conditions using flow cytometry and under flow conditions using a live-cell fluorescence microscopy-

coupled perfusion system.

Results: EV analysis showed that GPI-linked nanobodies were successfully displayed on EV surfaces and were

highly enriched in EVs compared with parent cells. Display of GPI-linked nanobodies on EVs did not alter

general EV characteristics (i.e. morphology, size distribution and protein marker expression), but greatly

improved EV binding to tumour cells dependent on EGFR density under static conditions. Moreover,

nanobody-displaying EVs showed a significantly improved cell association to EGFR-expressing tumour cells

under flow conditions.

Conclusions: We show that nanobodies can be anchored on the surface of EVs via GPI, which alters their cell

targeting behaviour. Furthermore, this study highlights GPI-anchoring as a new tool in the EV toolbox, which may

be applied for EV display of a variety of proteins, such as antibodies, reporter proteins and signaling molecules.
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E
xtracellular vesicles (EVs), including exosomes

and microvesicles, are submicron lipid bilayer-

surrounded vesicles containing proteins and

nucleic acids, such as miRNAs and mRNAs. They are

released from many, if not all, cell types in the body and

are believed to play a role in intercellular communication

(1,2). The ability of EVs to selectively convey proteins,

lipids and nucleic acids to cells has created excitement in

the field of drug delivery, where efficient and targeted

delivery of biomolecules is desired (3�8). Multiple studies

have shown that the use of EVs for therapeutic purposes

is feasible, and EVs have even already been applied in

phase I clinical trials (reviewed in (9,10)). However, EVs

may also possess unfavourable characteristics that could

limit their applicability as drug delivery systems. Their

natural bioactive payloads may counteract the desired

therapeutic effects, and a lack of targeting specificity

may result in uptake by non-targeted, healthy cells.

Multiple reports have shown that EVs can be engi-

neered to include specific cargo or express targeting

�
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ligands to improve their drug delivery potential (11�17).

Previously described targeting strategies have been

mainly based on the fusion of targeting ligands with

EV membrane proteins, such as Lamp2b (11,15,16).

Albeit effective in these cases, such strategies may have

drawbacks. For example, the function of EV membrane

proteins (e.g. fusion with cellular membranes or immune

regulation (4,18)) may be compromised upon fusion with

targeting ligands, and some Lamp2b-fused targeting

ligands have been described to undergo premature

degradation instead of functional display on EVs (19).

To avoid such issues, multiple groups have explored

strategies to functionalize EV surfaces after EV secretion,

circumventing the need to modify EV producer cells

(17,20,21). For example, Smyth and co-workers grafted

alkyne moieties onto isolated EVs to equip these vesicles

with fluorescent probes using click chemistry (20).

Unfortunately, such modifications may also compromise

the functionality of crucial EV components for EV cell

interactions and cargo delivery. In this work, we therefore

propose an alternative strategy to efficiently decorate EVs

with targeting proteins.

EVs have been described to be enriched in lipid raft-

associated lipids, including sphingolipids and cholesterol,

and proteins, including glycosylphosphatidylinositol

(GPI)-anchored proteins (2,22,23). In fact, the GPI-

anchored protein decay-accelerating factor (DAF,

also known as CD55) has been described to be selectively

secreted in EVs during reticulocyte maturation (24).

We hypothesized that this phenomenon could be

exploited for the expression of targeting moieties onto

EVs. We therefore fused a human DAF-derived GPI-

anchor signal peptide to nanobodies, which served as

model-targeting ligands. This GPI-anchor peptide has

previously been employed to tether a variety of proteins

to cell membranes (25�27). Nanobodies are small (15

kD) single variable domains derived from heavy-chain

antibodies from Camelidae species. They can be used as

versatile targeting tools with binding capacity similar to

antibodies. Nanobodies offer several advantages com-

pared with their full-length counterparts, such as

straightforward selection and recombinant production,

and high chemical and thermal stability (28). In this

work, nanobodies were used to target the epidermal

growth factor receptor (EGFR), a well-studied oncogene

against which a range of clinically approved inhibitors is

directed for the treatment of solid tumours (29,30). Here,

we investigated whether linkage of nanobodies to GPI-

anchors is effective for the display of these proteins on

EVs, and how his display influences EV characteristics

and in vitro tumour targeting behaviour. Furthermore, we

studied the interactions of these EVs with tumour cells

under flow conditions using a live-cell imaging perfusion

setup.

Materials and methods

Materials
MicroBCA Protein Assay Kit and CellTracker Deep

Red dye were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific

(Waltham, USA). Sepharose CL-4B was ordered from

Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). pET28a-EGa1 and

pAX51-R2 vectors encoding EGa1 (PDB ID: 4KRN) and

R2 (PDB ID: 1QD0) Myc-tagged nanobodies, respectively,

were kindly provided by Dr. S. Oliveira (Department of

Biology, Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands).

Molecular cloning
EGa1 and R2 Myc-tagged nanobody sequences were PCR

amplified from pET28a-EGa1 and pAX51-R2 vectors

with primers designed to flank the nanobody sequences

with Sfi and SalI restriction sites. Obtained inserts were Sfi/

SalI digested and inserted into a pLNCX vector containing

an N-terminal HA-tag, Sfi and SalI cloning sites, and a

C-terminal GGGGS2 linker sequence followed by 37

amino acids of human DAF under the control of a CMV

promoter (25). The resulting vectors (named pLNCX-

DAF-R2 and pLNCX-DAF-EGa1) were sequenced

using a BigDye† Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufac-

turer’s instructions to confirm in-frame insertion of the

nanobody sequences.

Cell culture and generation of stable cell lines
All cells used in this study were maintained at 378C and 5%

CO2 and were tested negative for mycoplasma. Neuro2A

cells were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute

(RPMI, Gibco) 1640 medium supplemented with 10%

foetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100 U/mL penicillin and

100 U/mL streptomycin. A431 and HeLa cells were grown

in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco)

supplemented with 10% FBS and 100 U/mL penicillin and

100 U/mL streptomycin. To generate stable nanobody-

DAF expressing cell lines, Neuro2A cells were transfected

with pLNCX-DAF-R2 or pLNCX-DAF-EGa1 using

TransIT 2020 transfection reagent (Mirius Bio, USA)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions and selected

for at least 2 weeks in medium containing 500 mg/mL G418

(Geneticin, Thermo Fisher Scientific) until cells regained

normal growth and morphology. Cells were subsequently

maintained in medium containing 250 mg/mL G418.

EV isolation
For EV production, Neuro2A cells were seeded in T175

flasks and cultured for 24 h in normal culture medium,

after which medium was replaced by Opti-MEM Reduced

Serum medium supplemented with GlutaMAX (Gibco,

Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 100 U/mL penicillin,

100 U/mL streptomycin and 250 mg/mL G418 (for

transfected cells). After 48 h, when cells reached 90�95%

confluency, EVs were isolated using a recently described
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ultrafiltration/size-exclusion liquid chromatography (UF-

LC) method (31). In brief, conditioned medium was

centrifuged for 10 min at 300�g and 2,000�g at 48C to

remove cells and debris, respectively. Medium was vacuum

filtered through Steritop 0.22 mm filters (Merck Millipore)

to remove large vesicles and debris, and concentrated to

54 mL using Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter Units

with a 100 kD MWCO (Merck Millipore) at 4,000�g and

48C. Concentrated medium samples were loaded onto a

HiPrep 16/60 Sephacryl S-400 HR gel filtration column

(GE Healthcare Life Sciences), which was equilibrated

with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and connected to

an ÄKTA pure or ÄKTA start chromatography system

(GE Healthcare, both maintained at 48C). EVs were

separated from non-vesicular material using PBS as eluent.

EV-containing fractions (determined by UV absorbance

at 280 nm) were pooled and concentrated to B500 mL

samples using 100 kD MWCO Amicon Ultra-15 Centri-

fugal Filter Units. EV protein yields were determined using

a MicroBCA Protein Assay according to manufacturer’s

instructions.

Western blot analysis
For analysis of protein content of cells, cells in culture

flasks were washed once with PBS, trypsinized and lysed in

RIPA buffer (Alfa Aesar) supplemented with Protease

Inhibitor Cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich). Cell lysates were

centrifuged at 20,000�g for 10 min at 48C to remove

insoluble material, and protein concentration was deter-

mined using a MicroBCA Protein Assay. EVs in PBS and

cell lysates were mixed with sample buffer containing

dithiothreitol, heated to 958C for 10 min and subjected to

electrophoresis on 4�12% Bis-Tris polyacrylamide gels

(Thermo Scientific). Proteins were blotted on Immobilon-

FL polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Millipore), after

which membranes were blocked with 50% v/v Odyssey

Blocking Buffer (LI-COR Biosciences) in Tris-buffered

saline (TBS). Subsequently, membranes were probed over-

night at 48C with goat anti-HA (1:5,000, A00168-100,

Genscript), mouse anti-ALIX (1:1,000, clone 3A9, Ab-

cam), rabbit anti-TSG101 (1:1,000, ab30871, Abcam),

mouse anti-b-actin (1:1,000, clone 8H10D10, Cell

Signaling Technology), rabbit anti-CD9 (1:2,500, clone

EPR2949, Abcam) or rabbit anti-EGFR (1:1,000, clone

D38B1, Cell Signaling Technology) antibodies in 50% v/v

Odyssey Blocking Buffer in TBS with 0.1% Tween20 (TBS-

T). Secondary antibodies included IRDye 800CW donkey

anti-goat, IRDye 800CW donkey anti-mouse (LI-COR

Biosciences), Alexa Fluor 680 goat anti-mouse or Alexa

Fluor 680 goat anti-rabbit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and

were applied at a 1:7,500 dilution. Protein bands were

visualized on an Odyssey Infrared Imager (LI-COR

Biosciences, Leusden, The Netherlands) at 700 and

800 nm.

Nanoparticle tracking analysis
EV size distribution and concentration was measured

using a NanoSight NS500 system equipped with an

LM14 405 nm violet laser unit (Malvern Instruments,

Worcestershire, UK). Concentrated EV samples were

diluted with PBS (confirmed to be particle-free when

analysed with the same settings) to appropriate dilutions

for analysis (generally 1:1,000�1:5,000) and visualized at

camera level 13 under control of a script, which included

acquisition of 5 movies of 30 s at a fixed temperature of

228C. Analysis was performed with NTA 3.1 software.

Detection threshold was set at 9 and other settings were

kept at default.

Transmission electron microscopy
EVs in PBS were adsorbed to carbon-coated formvar grids

for 15 min at room temperature. Unbound EVs were

removed by washing with PBS and grids were blocked with

1% BSA in PBS (PBSA) for 10 min. HA epitopes on the

grids were immunolabelled with goat anti-HA antibody

(1:200, A00168-100, Genscript) in PBSA for 30 min,

followed by 10 min incubations with rabbit anti-goat IgG

(1:250, RAG/IgG(Fc)/7S, Nordic-MUbio) and 10 nm

Protein A gold (CMC, Utrecht, The Netherlands) in

PBSA. Grids were thoroughly washed with PBS between

incubations. Finally, grids were fixated in 1% glutaralde-

hyde in PBS for 10 min, counterstained with uranyl-oxalate

and embedded in methyl cellulose uranyl-acetate (32).

Imaging was performed using a Tecnai T12 electron

microscope (FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands).

EV labelling and purification
For functional assays, EVs were labelled with CellTracker

Deep Red immediately after isolation. CellTracker Deep

Red dye was dissolved at 2 mM concentration in dimethyl

sulfoxide (DMSO) and mixed with fixed EV amounts

(based on protein concentration) at a final dye concentra-

tion of 16 mM. EV/dye mixtures were incubated for 1 h at

378C and stored at 48C until purification (maximally 16 h).

For removal of unincorporated label, Sepharose CL-4B

(Sigma-Aldrich) was packed in a XK-16/20 column (GE

Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Column was connected to a refrigerated ÄKTA pure

chromatography system, equilibrated with PBS, and EV/

dye mixtures were injected. Pooled EV fractions were

concentrated to 100�200 mL using Vivaspin ultrafiltration

tubes with 100 kD cut-off (Sartorius, UK). To determine

whether labelling efficiency differed among EV samples,

protein concentrations were measured using a MicroBCA

Protein Assay, and fluorescence of 60 mL samples in ablack

96-well plate was determined using a SpectraMax M2e

microplate reader (Molecular Devices) at 630 nm excita-

tion and 650 nm emission. Relative labelling efficiency was

defined as relative fluorescence intensity/mg EV protein,

and deviations of B10% between samples were considered

acceptable before proceeding to cell association studies.
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Cell binding assays
Neuro2A, HeLa or A431 cells were trypsinized and

resuspended in ice-cold culture medium. Cell suspensions

were transferred to round-bottom 96-well plates at a

concentration of 40,000 cells/well on ice. CellTracker

Deep Red-labelled EVs were added at a concentration

of 5 mg/mL in triplicates, and cells were incubated for 1 h at

48C to allow EV binding. Plates were centrifuged at 500�g

for 5 min, medium was removed and cells were resus-

pended in ice-cold wash buffer (0.3% BSA in PBS). This

process was repeated twice for a total of 3 washes, and

finally, cells were resuspended in 0.2% formaldehyde in

PBS. Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) values were

measured using a FACSCanto II flow cytometer (BD

Biosciences, USA) and normalized to untreated cells.

Cell uptake assays
Neuro2A or A431 cells were cultured in normal culture

medium in flat-bottom 96-well plates until a confluency of

80�90% was reached. CellTracker Deep Red-labelled EVs

were added at a concentration of 5 mg/mL in triplicates and

incubated for 1, 3 or 6 h at 378C. Medium was removed,

and cells were washed once with PBS, trypsinized and

transferred to round-bottom 96-well plates in normal

culture medium. Cells were pelleted for 5 min at 500�g

and resuspended in wash buffer. Subsequently, cells were

washed once with acid wash buffer (0.5 M NaCl, 0.2 M

acetic acid, pH 3) to remove cell-bound EVs and once more

with wash buffer . Finally, cells were resuspended in 0.2%

formaldehyde in PBS, and MFI values were determined by

flow cytometry.

Perfusion experiments
Perfusion experiments were performed using perspex

perfusion chambers containing a sample inlet, sample

outlet connected to a syringe pump and a connector for a

vacuum pump (see Supplementary Fig. 1). A silicone sheet

with a thickness of 0.125 mm was placed on top of the

perspex frame, thereby forming a flow channel of 2�30

mm between sample in- and outlets. A431 cells cultured on

glass coverslips (24�50 mm) were placed over the silicone

sheet, and vacuum was applied to the chamber to seal the

flow channel. Cell-covered perfusion surfaces were pre-

pared by placing sterilized glass coverslips in 4-well slide

tray plates. Coverslips were covered with 0.9 mL of 1%

gelatin for 20 min at 378C. Subsequently, 1.8 mL of 0.5%

glutaraldehyde was added and plates were incubated for 20

min at room temperature. Liquid was replaced with 1.8 mL

of 1 M glycine and plates were incubated for 20 min at

room temperature. Coverslips were washed with PBS,

and A431 cells were seeded in normal culture medium.

When cells reached a confluency of 80�90%, medium was

removed and cells were stained with 4’,6-Diamidino-

2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) (Sigma-Aldrich)

in PBS for 5 min at room temperature. Coverslips were

washed once with plain DMEM and assembled on the

perfusion chamber which was pre-equilibratedwith DMEM,

preventing air from entering the flow channel. Perfusion

chamber was mounted on an Axio Observer fluorescence

microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), and cells

were visualized using differential interference contrast

(DIC) and DAPI channels with a 40� objective. A syringe

was connected to the sample outlet of the perfusion

chamber, and liquid was slowly withdrawn using a Pump

22 Multiple Syringe Pump (Harvard Apparatus, USA) at

25 mL/min, corresponding with a shear rate of 82.5 s�1.

When flow rate stabilized, sample inlet was connected to a 2

mg/mL suspension of CellTracker Deep Red-labelled EVs in

DMEM. EV perfusion was performed for 40 min, while

pictures in DAPI, DIC and Cy5 fluorescence channels

were taken with 10 s intervals. Cells were washed by

perfusion with plain DMEM and fixated with 2% paraf-

ormaldehyde in PBS (PFA). Coverslips were removed and

stored overnight in 1% PFA at 48C. For semi-quantitative

analysis, fixated coverslips were washed with PBS

and mounted on microscopy slides using Vectashield

HardSet Antifade mounting medium with DAPI (Vector

Laboratories Inc.). Cell-associated EVs were imaged with

a fluorescence microscope. Thirty to sixty images were

randomly acquired across the entire area of the flow

channel while focusing on the DAPI channel to avoid

selection bias. The number of fluorescent EVs in each

picture was analysed by Zen 2 pro analysis software

(Carl Zeiss) and normalized to the number of cells

(DAPI-stained nuclei) in each picture.

Statistical analysis
When applicable, statistical analysis was performed

using IBM SPSS Statistics, version 21. Multiple-group

testing was performed using one-way ANOVA with

Tukey post-hoc tests and comparisons between 2 groups

were made using independent samples t tests. Differ-

ences with p values B0.05 were considered statistically

significant.

Results

Characterization of EVs derived from DAF-nanobody
expressing cells
The EGa1 nanobody is a high-affinity ligand for EGFR,

which competitively inhibits binding of the natural ligand

epidermal growth factor and sterically prevents receptor

activation (33,34). In contrast, the R2 nanobody, which

was raised against the azo-dye Reactive Red (RR6) (35),

was used as a control nanobody (36,37). It was hypothe-

sized that nanobodies could be displayed on EVs via fusion

to a C-terminal GPI signal peptide derived from human

DAF. When expressed in cells, the DAF peptide is cleaved

off by GPI transamidase enzymes, thereby driving nano-

body attachment to GPI anchors (27). This way, nanobo-

dies would localize to GPI-rich lipid rafts in cell
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membranes (25,38,39) and possibly in EV membranes. To

test this hypothesis, R2 or EGa1 sequences were cloned

into pLNCX vectors designed to drive the expression of

HA-tagged proteins fused to DAF peptides (schematically

shown in Fig. 1). The resulting constructs (pLNCX-DAF-

R2 and pLNCX-DAF-EGa1) were stably transfected into

Neuro2A cells to create DAF-R2 and DAF-EGa1 cells,

respectively. EVs were isolated from these cells using a

previously described ‘‘ultrafiltration followed by liquid

chromatography’’ method (31). EV yields (as determined

by protein quantification) typically ranged between 0.4

and 0.9 mg per mL of conditioned medium from Neuro2A

and DAF-R2 cells, but were slightly lower for DAF-EGa1

cells (0.3�0.5 mg/mL of conditioned medium). Expression

of GPI-anchored HA-tagged nanobodies in cells and EVs

was analysed by western blotting (Fig. 2a and Supplemen-

tary Fig. 2). DAF-R2 and DAF-EGa1 proteins were

hardly detectable in cell lysates from their respective cell

lines. Remarkably, both proteins were found to be highly

enriched in EVs (termed EV-DAF-R2 and EV-DAF-

EGa1) compared with their parent cells. Both showed

bands of approximately 27 kD, which was slightly bigger

than their calculated molecular weight (25.3 kD for DAF-

R2 and 25.7 kD for DAF-EGa1), which may be explained

by the successful attachment of GPI to the proteins.

Commonly used EV markers ALIX, TSG101 and CD9

were also clearly detectable in all EV samples, and ALIX

and CD9 were highly enriched compared with parent cells,

in accordance with previous reports (6,40,41). To investi-

gate whether the expression of GPI-anchored nanobodies

altered EV size, EVs were analysed by Nanoparticle

Tracking Analysis (NTA, Fig. 2b). For both unmodified

and DAF-nanobody EVs, a typical Neuro2A-derived EV

size distribution was observed (31,42), with a mode size of

approximately 100 nm and a small population of EVs

sizing around 150�250 nm (possibly suggesting that the

latter mainly originate from the plasma membrane (1)). Of

note, particle concentrations correlated well with protein

concentrations among different EVs (typically 1 mg of EVs

corresponded with 5�10�108 particles), indicating a

similar protein load per particle. To assess the orientation

of the nanobodies in the EV membranes and to assess

whether expression of GPI-anchored nanobodies affected

EV morphology, EVs were analysed by whole-mount

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) after immuno-

gold labelling of HA tags (Fig. 2c). Control EVs showed a

‘‘cup-shaped’’ morphology and were mostly unstained by

anti-HA antibodies. EV-DAF-R2 and EV-DAF-EGa1

appeared similar to controls when comparing morphology

and electron density, but a substantial amount of EV

membranes stained positive for HA. Interestingly, some

EVs showed patches of clustered gold particles on their

membrane, possibly indicating the concentration of multi-

ple GPI-anchored nanobodies in lipid rafts. Based on

immunogold-TEM analysis, it was estimated that at least

15�25% of EVs displayed at least 1 nanobody, regardless of

nanobody sequence. Taken together, these data show that

GPI-anchors can be used to display nanobodies on EV

surfaces, without affecting other EV characteristics (i.e.

protein composition, size and morphology).

Cell association of targeted EVs
To investigate whether GPI-anchored nanobodies could

influence the targeting behaviour of EVs, a cell association

assay was performed. For this assay, EVs were stained with

the far-red fluorescent dye CellTracker Deep Red. Im-

portantly, the labelling efficiency (defined as fluorescence

intensity per mg of EVs) was determined for each batch of

EVs prior to experiments. Higher EV protein concentra-

tion during labelling resulted in higher labelling efficiency,

while increased EV storage time prior to labelling tended to

decrease labelling efficiency (Supplementary Fig. 3). To

study cell association of nanobody-decorated EVs, labelled

EVs were incubated with Neuro2A, HeLa or A431 cells for

1 h at 48C to allow binding, but inhibit EV uptake by these

cells (Fig. 3a) (14,18,43). These cell types vary in EGFR

expression level (36,44), with undetectable expression in

Neuro2A and clear overexpression in A431 (western blot

in Fig. 3a). As shown in Fig. 3a, EVs and EV-DAF-R2

associated with all 3 cell types with similar efficiency.

In contrast, EV-DAF-EGa1 showed more than 10-fold

higher association with A431 cells compared with controls.

In addition, a small increase in binding to HeLa cells was

observed, while binding to Neuro2A cells was similar

compared with control EVs and EV-DAF-R2. Together,

these data demonstrate that the GPI-anchored nanobodies

are functional and facilitate EV binding to tumour cells in

an EGFR-dependent manner. To investigate whether this

altered binding behaviour of EV-DAF-EGa1 also trans-

lated in altered uptake kinetics, uptake assays were

performed in Neuro2A and A431 cells. EVs were incubated

with cells for 1, 3 or 6 h at 378C and cells were acid washed

prior to flow cytometry analysis to remove surface-bound

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of nanobody-DAF fusion pro-

teins. Nanobody-DAF protein expression was driven by a CMV

promoter in pLNCX vectors. Recombinant proteins comprise

an Igk leader sequence (LS), N-terminal HA-tag (HA), nano-

body sequence, Myc tag (Myc), GGGGS2 linker and a C-

terminal GPI-anchor signal peptide (DAF) (a). Nanobodies

fused to GPI-anchors were hypothesized to localize to lipid rafts

in cellular membranes upon expression (b).
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EVs. Surprisingly, uptake kinetics were similar between

EV-DAF-EGa1, control EVs and EV-DAF-R2 and did

not differ between EGFR-negative (Neuro2A) and EGFR-

positive (A431) cells (Fig. 3b). Moreover, these data

suggest that, under these conditions, binding of EVs to

cells does not result in the same degree of cellular uptake.

Cell association under flow conditions
We next reasoned that cell-specific binding of EVs under

flow conditions could be of greater physiological relevance

than binding under static conditions, given that EV-

carrying liquids (e.g. blood and interstitial fluid) are

constantly in motion. This is also the case in solid tumour

tissue, given that high interstitial fluid pressure drives

macromolecules and nanoparticles to the tumour periph-

ery (45�47). Efficient capture of EVs by tumour cells or

tissues could greatly improve EV retention in such tissues

and thereby facilitate targeted delivery of encapsulated

cargo. To investigate whether the display of nanobodies on

EVs could improve cell interaction under flow conditions,

live-cell perfusion experiments were performed. A431 cells

were grown on glass coverslips, which were subsequently

mounted onto perspex perfusion chambers (see also

Supplementary Fig. 1). This setup allowed for controlled

perfusion of EV-containing medium over the cells in a

2�30 mm flow channel and real-time monitoring of EV

cell association using a fluorescence microscope. For

perfusion experiments, EVs were labelled with CellTracker

Deep Red fluorescent dye and perfused over cells at a rate

of 25 mL/min for 40 min at room temperature. It was

observed that control EVs and EV-DAF-R2 were not

efficiently captured by the cells over the course of the

experiment, while EV-DAF-EGa1 rapidly associated with

cell surfaces (Fig. 4a). To verify that this process occurred

throughout the entire perfused area and not just in the

recorded fields of view, cells were washed after perfusion,

fixated and mounted on microscopy slides. EV cell asso-

ciation was analysed by acquiring fluorescence microscopy

Fig. 2. GPI-anchored nanobodies are enriched in EVs compared with parent cells and are displayed on EV surfaces without affecting EV

characteristics. (a) Western blot analysis of Neuro2A cells after stable transfection with pLNCX-DAF-EGa1 (DAF-EGa1) and pLNCX-

DAF-R2 (DAF-R2) vectors compared with untransfected controls and EVs secreted by these cell lines. HA-tag was used to detect nanobody

expression, and ALIX, TSG101 and CD9 were used as EV markers. Equal amounts of protein were analysed. Actin was included as a

loading control. (b) Size distribution of normal EVs and DAF-nanobody EVs as determined by Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis. Data are

displayed as mean9SD of 5 measurements. (c) Transmission electron microscopy images of EVs and DAF-nanobody EVs after

immunogold labelling with anti-HA antibodies (arrowheads indicate membrane-associated gold). Scale bars represent 100 nm.
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pictures at low magnification over the entire area of the

perfusion channel (Fig. 4b). Again, it was evident that cell

association was higher for EV-DAF-EGa1 than for control

EVs and EV-DAF-R2, regardless of position in the

channel. Quantification of the number of retained EVs in

flow channels revealed that under these flow conditions,

cell association of EV-DAF-EGa1 was approximately

2-fold higher than the cell association of EVs and EV-

DAF-R2 (Fig. 4c).

Discussion
EVs harbour favourable characteristics for the transfer of

biological cargo to recipient cells, which increasingly

highlights them as possible candidates for drug delivery.

Unfortunately, engineering of EVs for targeted drug

delivery is less straightforward than for synthetic systems

(e.g. liposomes). While liposomes can be easily modified

with targeting ligands and loaded with therapeutic cargoes,

similar strategies are often not applicable to EVs due to

their cellular origin (5). Previously described EV targeting

strategies are based on fusion of targeting ligands to EV

membrane proteins, such as transmembrane domains of

platelet-derived growth factor (14,48) and Lamp2b

(11,16). Albeit various reports have demonstrated the

feasibility of this approach, it remains unclear whether these

strategies result in high-level expression (i.e. enrichment)

Fig. 3. Display of GPI-anchored anti-EGFR nanobodies on EVs increases EV binding to EGFR-expressing tumour cells, but does not

increase uptake by these cells. (a) Binding of CellTracker Deep Red-labelled control EVs and EVs with GPI-anchored nanobodies to

Neuro2A, HeLa and A431 cells for 1 h at 48C, as quantified by flow cytometry (left panel). EGFR expression in these cells was analysed

by western blot (right panel). (b) Uptake of CellTracker Deep Red-labelled control EVs and EVs with GPI-anchored nanobodies by

Neuro2A and A431 cells at 378C for 1, 3 or 6 h, as determined by flow cytometry. All data are displayed as mean9SD and are

representative of 3 independent experiments. ns�not significant and *** indicates pB0.001 as determined by one-way ANOVA with

Tukey post-hoc test.
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of targeting ligands in EVs compared with parent cells. In

this work, we present a novel method to display targeting

ligands (i.e. nanobodies) on EV surfaces by linkage to GPI

anchors. It was observed that nanobody expression was

highly enriched in EVs compared with their parent cells,

suggesting a selective secretion of GPI-anchored proteins

in EVs. This finding is supported by previous reports,

which showed efficient incorporation of GPI-anchored

prion proteins in EVs (49) and selective release of GPI-

anchored proteins in EVs during reticulocyte maturation

(24). Moreover, lipid raft microdomains, in which GPI-

anchored proteins are highly enriched, are believed to be

involved in EV biogenesis and have often been identified as

abundant constituents of EV membranes (22,23,50�55).

Hence, GPI-anchoring of targeting ligands may be an

appealing alternative to previously described targeting

methods. Besides recombinant protein enrichment in EVs,

this strategy may offer several advantages. The DAF GPI-

anchoring signal peptide is relatively small (37 amino

acids), is highly soluble and is not expected to interfere

with proper recombinant protein folding, especially given

that the peptide is cleaved off and replaced by a GPI anchor

during post-translational modification of the protein (25�
27). This could be beneficial when expressing proteins with

complex tertiary structures (e.g. antibodies or enzymes),

which are expected to lose functionality when fused to

membrane proteins. Furthermore, EV membrane proteins,

such as tetraspanins, may be crucial for proper EV

functioning and influence binding, membrane fusion or

signalling in recipient cells (4,18). Upon fusion with

Fig. 4. Display of GPI-anchored nanobodies on EVs increases association with tumour cells under flow conditions. (a) Fluorescence

microscopy pictures of DAPI (blue)-stained A431 cells perfused for 40 min with CellTracker Deep Red-labelled EVs (red) with and

without GPI-anchored nanobodies. DIC overlays are shown in grey as a reference for cell boundaries. EVs were perfused over cells at a

rate of 25 mL/min. After perfusion, cells in flow channels were washed, fixated and mounted on microscopy slides. Fluorescence

microscopy pictures were randomly taken at low magnification across the entire area of the flow channel (35�60 pictures per channel).

Representative CellTracker Deep Red/DAPI overlay pictures are shown in (b). The number of EVs (n EV) and the cell-covered area

(DAPI area) in each picture were quantified with Zen 2 software and displayed in (c). Results are shown as mean9SD and *** indicates

pB0.001 as determined by one-way ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc test.
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(targeting) proteins, the functionality of these natural

EV constituents may be compromised. Such issues may

be avoided when introducing new proteins onto EV

membranes via GPI-anchors.

Furthermore, we showed in the present study that EV

binding to EGFR-overexpressing cells dramatically in-

creased upon display of GPI-anchored EGa1, both under

static and flow conditions.

We hypothesize that EV cell binding under flow condi-

tions better represents in vivo physiology than cell binding

under static conditions. In vitro experiments are often

performed under static conditions, which potentially leads

to improbable and non-specific interactions between EVs

and cells. Such experiments may poorly translate to in vivo

behaviour of EVs, given that flow of EV-containing body

fluids may significantly impact the exposure of EVs to their

target tissue and affect their functionality. In this study,

EVs were perfused over cells in a perfusion chamber with a

shear rate of 82.5 s�1, resembling a typical venous shear

rate (20�200 s�1 (56)). EV association with A431 cells

(visualized as immobilized EVs on cell surfaces) could be

traced in real time with a fluorescence microscope and

quantified. It was observed that EV-DAF-EGa1 displayed

enhanced association with EGFR-expressing cells under

these conditions compared with control EVs and EV-

DAF-R2, which could have major implications for their in

vivo retention in tumour tissues.

Neuro2A EVs appeared to exert limited cell type

specificity (illustrated by similar uptake kinetics for A431

and Neuro2A cells under static conditions), a phenomen-

on also reported for other EV types (57,58). Remarkably,

under the conditions in our study, uptake of EGa1-

displaying EVs by EGFR-overexpressing cells was unal-

tered compared with control EVs. These results indicate

that EV binding to cells does not necessarily result in EV

uptake. A possible explanation for this phenomenon could

be that monovalent EGa1 nanobodies bind EGFR with

high affinity, but do not trigger receptor clustering and

internalization (59). However, previous studies showed

that when EGa1 nanobodies were grafted on the surface of

liposomes, these liposomes promoted EGFR sequestra-

tion and were internalized by EGFR-expressing cells

(37,59). Hence, it appears that uptake of EGa1-displaying

nanoparticles is only triggered when the nanobody surface

density is sufficient to promote receptor clustering. It

could be that in our study, the achieved nanobody surface

density was too low, resulting in cell binding, but not

uptake. To further investigate this phenomenon, we

decorated the surface of isolated EVs with nanobodies

using a chemical linker. Using this procedure, nanobodies

are expected to be non-reducibly conjugated to all EV

proteins with accessible primary amine groups, resulting in

a high nanobody surface density and a smear pattern as

analysed by western blotting (Supplementary Fig. 4a).

When cell association experiments were performed with

nanobody-conjugated EVs, both cell binding and cell

uptake of EGa1-conjugated EVs were greatly increased

when compared with untreated EVs and EVs conjugated

with R2 nanobodies (Supplementary Fig. 4b and c).

Interestingly, EV conjugation with R2 nanobodies

decreased cell binding and uptake, illustrating that EV

proteins containing exposed primary amines � whose

functionality is likely to be compromised upon chemical

conjugation with nanobodies � play a major role in these

processes. Furthermore, these results suggest that nano-

body surface density may affect internalization of nano-

body-decorated EVs after binding. This phenomenon has

also been described for other targeted nanoparticulate

systems (60,61) and may be worth taking into account

when designing a strategy to introduce targeting ligands in

EVs. Additionally, it is important to note that EVs may be

directed away from their natural uptake route (e.g.

clathrin-, caveolin-, or lipid raft-mediated endocytosis,

macropinocytosis or phagocytosis (18)) through the use of

targeting ligands, which may alter functional delivery of

cargo such as mRNA or miRNA. However, whether this is

the case remains unclear, given that mechanisms through

which natural EVs functionally transfer their cargo are yet

to be elucidated.

It is possible that GPI-anchored proteins are not evenly

distributed among secreted EVs, but concentrated in

specific subpopulations. The basal uptake of ‘‘blank’’

EVs may in this case have masked any beneficial effects

of EGa1 anchorage on EVs in cell uptake experiments.

Using TEM analysis, we could only detect nanobodies on

the surface of a minority of the secreted EVs. This may be

explained by technical limitations of the TEM technique,

but it is conceivable that lipid rafts (and associated

proteins) are predominantly incorporated in a subset of

EVs. Previous studies have shown that detergent-resistance

and membrane lipid order differ between subpopulations

of EVs, supporting the idea that lipid rafts (which exhibit

high resistance to detergents (62)) are not evenly distrib-

uted among EV subsets (63,64). Interestingly, it was

recently suggested that lipid rafts may be involved in

RNA loading of EVs (65), implying that RNA may be

specifically enriched in lipid raft containing subpopula-

tions of EVs. Hence, expression of GPI-anchored targeting

proteins on EVs may open possibilities for co-purification

of both targeted and RNA-enriched EVs (e.g. using an

immunoprecipitation procedure).

In conclusion, we developed a novel approach to display

targeting ligands on EV surfaces. Through fusion with

GPI-anchors, nanobodies were strongly enriched in EVs

compared with parent cells, dramatically improving EV

cell interactions under static and flow conditions. GPI-

anchoring may potentially be used as a versatile tool to

incorporate a variety of proteins on EVs, including

antibodies, enzymes, reporter proteins and (immune-

stimulatory) signalling molecules.
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